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KARINA ASBJØRNSEN
Johns Hopkins University, Bologna - Johns Hopkins University
Asbjørnsen will continue her Master’s degree in International 
Relations and Economics. She is concentrating in International 
Development and will combine courses in international 
macroeconomics, finance, emerging markets, conflict studies and 
governance. She is particularly interested in development strategies 
for fragile states and new approaches to development finance. 

ESKIL AURSAND
Norwegian University of Science and Tech. - Northwestern University
Aursand has a passion for physics, mathematics and computation, 
and is currently pursuing a PhD degree in the field of Fluid 
Mechanics and Heat Transfer. During his stay in Chicago, he will 
work with leading experts on thin film flow dynamics with the 
goal of improving safety in the liquefied natural gas industry, which 
is of growing importance in both Norway and the U.S.

LAILA NORDSTRAND BERG
University of Agder - University of North Texas 
Berg will compare how professionals in managerial positions in 
the U.S. and Norway interpret and perform management after 
reforms in two sectors; hospital and higher education. The study 
will contribute to increased knowledge of management in public 
organizations through processes and behavior of professionals in 
managerial positions across sectors and countries.

TRYGVE BEYER BROCH
Hedmark University of Applied Sciences - Yale University
Broch works to develop cultural sociology perspectives in the 
sociological study of sport. While visiting the Center for Cultural 
Sociology, he aims to combine anthropological and sociological 
theory to examine sports not only as a means to reinforcing 
obedience and subordination, but as a meaning-making practice 
that allows actors to play with and question subordination.

FREDRIK BONNEVIE DAHLER
Norwegian University of Science and Technology - UC San Diego
Dahler will continue with the fourth year of his Master´s degree 
in Mechanical Engineering. He is specializing in applied mechanics 
and will take courses related to finite element analysis, fracture 
mechanics and material science. He intends to gain in-depth 
knowledge in structural analysis and how to apply these in 
advanced systems and for new materials.



MARIUS BERGE EIDE
Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics – UC Santa Cruz
A key challenge in astrophysics is to understand how the 
Universe transitioned from being replete with cold uniformly 
distributed neutral hydrogen gas to its current state: hot, ionized 
and rich in structures. Eide will work to uncover the sources that 
heated and ionized the Universe in its first billion years using 
state-of-the art numerical radiative transfer methods.

SONDRE ANDREAS ENGEBRÅTEN
University of Oslo/ Norwegian Defence Research 
Establishment - Naval Postgraduate School
Engebråten will be doing research on use and applications for 
autonomous unmanned systems. His research is focused on 
the topic of swarming platforms and the use-cases for a multi-
functional swarm system. This work is part of a PhD thesis on the 
topic “Multi-functional swarms and distributed sensing”.

JOHANNES RØSOK ESKILT
Norwegian University of Science and Technology - UC Berkeley

Eskilt will continue his graduate studies in physics and aims to take 
courses in quantum mechanics and quantum theory of solids. He 
will pursue his goal to get a better understanding of solid state 
physics and hopes to contribute to the development of future 
applications of quantum mechanics.

EYVIND HUSTVEDT EVENSEN
Norwegian University of Science and Technology – UC Berkeley

Evensen has completed three out of five years of his Master’s 
degree in Mechanical Engineering. He wishes to specialize in 
orthopedic and cardiovascular biomechanics, and pursue a 
deeper understanding in strength analysis.

HANS KRISTIAN FURUSETH
Zalando - Harvard University
Furuseth will pursue a Master in Business Administration. The 
Harvard program is known for its extensive use of the case 
method that places the student in the role of the decision 
maker in the great challenges confronting organizations, with the 
constraints and incomplete information found in real business 
issues.



ERLEND ERIKSEN GJEIN
University of Oslo - Cornell University

Gjein will be continuing his PhD-project on the use of share 
classes in private and public limited liability companies. The project 
focuses on the purposes for the use of share classes, regulation 
and common traits. During his stay he will focus mainly on U.S. 
regulation compared to Norwegian regulation.

ANNE GERD GRANÅS
University of Oslo - UC San Diego
Granås has previously studied how inter-professional medication 
reviews reduce the risks of drug-related problems in elderly 
people taking many medicines. In collaboration with Skaggs 
School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences she will develop 
innovative interventions to improve patient safety by learning 
about how and why medication errors occur.

GUNNVEIG GRØDELAND
University of Oslo - Scripps Research Institute
Grødeland’s research aims to develop novel influenza vaccines that 
can broadly protect against a variety of different influenza strains. 
A key to further improvements is to understand the mechanisms 
behind formation of cross-reactive antibodies, which Grødeland will 
investigate through a model system that allows mimicking of human 
antibody formation.

ASBJØRN GRØNSTAD
University of Bergen - UC Berkeley
Grønstad is involved in a research project on the work of the 
American experimental filmmaker Ernie Gehr. Focussing on 
the artist’s later video art, the study specifically examines three 
distinct facets of Gehr’s works; urban space, mediality, and the 
spectral. The research is part of Grønstad’s larger project, “Sites of 
Illegibility in Visual Culture.”

ROALD HARTVIGSEN
Norwegian University of Science and Technology – UC Berkeley

Hartvigsen is pursuing master studies in marine technology. 
He will continue his specialization in marine systems design by 
studying industrial engineering and operations research, especially 
in relation to route optimization and risk analysis.



CECILIE HAUGSBØ HERMANSEN
Norwegian University of Science and Technology – To Be 
Determined

Hermansen will continue her studies in computer science, focusing 
on machine learning and natural language processing.  Her aim is to 
gain a solid foundation for further studies, which is why she is also 
taking courses in statistics.

INGRID CATHRINE HJORT
University of Oslo - Columbia University

Hjort will pursue her doctoral studies in environmental economics 
at the School of International and Public Affairs faculty. Her 
research explores the critical intercept between political economy, 
enforcement and environmental regulations, with main focus on 
effective policies to address the major problem of climate change. 

VIVIANN HOLE
Norwegian University of Science and Technology – UC Berkeley

Hole is specializing within nanomaterials, exploring how small size 
and quantum effects alter the properties of different materials. 
She will focus on functional materials and aims to understand 
how nanoscale effects can be utilized in devices such as solar cells 
in order to enhance performance.

OLE ANDREAS KVAMME
University of Oslo - University of Rochester

Kvamme will continue his research on environmental ethical 
values in education analyzing UNESCO initiatives, Norwegian 
policy documents and classroom interaction. During his stay he 
will examine the relationship between universalism and context 
and the quest for ethical and political education. 

MARI HOVEM LEONHARDSEN
Norwegian University of Science and Technology – UC Berkeley

Leonhardsen has completed three years of studies in marine 
technology. She will study cybernetics and computer science, with 
the ambition of applying these disciplines to future research and 
development in the marine sector.



MORTEN LUHR
University of Oslo - Harvard University
How are cancer cells able to resist treatment? Research has 
shown that some cells are able to cope with stress imposed by 
therapeutic drugs by eating parts of themselves through a process 
called autophagy (which literally means to “eat oneself ”). In his 
PhD project, Luhr attempts to understand the role of autophagy in 
cancer drug resistance. 

MARIE-ASTRID ELISABETH MATLARY
Norwegian Ministry of Defence – To Be Determined

Matlary will be pursuing an LLM (Master’s degree in Law). She 
plans to focus her studies on public international law, including 
international human rights. She hopes to learn more about law in 
context, especially how political thought influences law and how 
law contributes to the foundation of modern societies.

MARI SUND MORKEN
Ministry of Justice - Harvard University
Morken will pursue a Master’s degree in Law (LLM) to specialize 
further in constitutional law and theory. Of particular interest to 
Morken is how different jurisdictions regulate and understand 
the democratic relationship between the judicial, executive and 
legislative power. 

REIDAR MOSVOLD
University of Stavanger - University of Michigan

Mosvold is a Professor of Mathematics Education with a strong 
interest in mathematics teachers and teaching. His project aims 
at investigating the specialized content knowledge for teaching 
mathematics through cross-professional collaboration and task 
development. 

ANNA DAHL MYRVANG
University of Tromsø - Harvard University

Myrvang’s current research project concerns cognitive and 
cerebral, structural and functional changes in adolescent patients 
with Anorexia Nervosa. She will gain skills in neuroimaging 
techniques and analysis to investigate further the neurological 
basis for this disorder.



GISLE JAMES NATVIK
BI Norwegian Business School - Stanford University

Gisle James Natvik is an Associate Professor of Economics. He 
works in the field of macro economics. His project focuses on 
household level consumption and savings decisions, and their 
aggregate consequences.

CAMILLA LØCHEN NORE
BI Norwegian Business School - UC Berkeley

Nore will continue her second year pursuing a PhD in Economics. 
In Norway she is a PhD student at the Center for Applied 
Macro-, Petroleum and Energy Economics (CAMP). At Berkeley 
she will take graduate courses in macroeconomics and energy 
economics.

KJELLMAR OKSAVIK
University of Bergen - Virginia Tech
Oksavik is a Professor of Space Physics and a group leader at the 
Birkeland Centre for Space Science; a Norwegian research Center 
of Excellence. His research interests include phenomena like the 
aurora, the ionosphere, and space weather in the Arctic. At Virginia 
Tech he will investigate the temporal/spatial evolution of plasma 
flow channels in the upper polar ionosphere.

SINDRE OTTØY
Norwegian University of Science and Technology – 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Ottøy is pursuing a Master’s degree, and will continue with the 
fourth year of his studies in chemical engineering. He will focus 
on systems engineering and process control to increase his 
knowledge of industrial chemical processes.

ENDRE HAUGE PAULSEN
Norwegian University of Science and Technology – UC Berkeley

Paulsen will work on his Master’s degree in Mechanical 
Engineering and continue his specialization in computational 
mechanics. He will take courses to get a better understanding 
of how to model physical problems mathematically and how to 
solve them using numerical methods. 



LARS PRESTEGARDEN
Haukeland University Hospital - Harvard University

Prestegardens work focuses on the ongoing skin cancer epidemic, 
and in particular malignant melanoma. He will investigate how 
specific transcriptional programs induce metabolic alterations and 
promote cancer cell resistance to current treatments.  

INGRID DOBLOUG ROEDE
Oslo Architecture Triennale – Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Roede will join the School of Architecture and Planning, pursuing 
a master’s degree in History, Theory and Criticism of Architecture. 
With an interest in historic preservation, she will study theoretical 
frameworks for dealing with heritage objects, examine the 
relationships between physical constructions and cultural meaning, 
and discuss current definitions of value.

EVEN HOLTH RUSTAD
Norwegian University of Science and Technology - Memorial 
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
Multiple myeloma is an incurable cancer of the bone marrow. 
Drugs are effective at first, but resistance always emerges. Rustad 
will study how the genomes of patients’ tumors evolve during 
therapy. Rustad’s aim is to discover mechanisms of drug resistance 
and ultimately how it may be overcome.

ANNE GRO VEA SALVANES
University of Bergen - UC San Diego

Salvanes will continue to do research on a small fish species that 
live in hypoxic environments in an upwelling ecosystem. She will 
study if element composition in goby otoliths can be used to 
unravel individual exposure history to hypoxic environments.

JENNY ARGE SANDVIG
Attorney General’s Office, Oslo - Harvard University
Sandvig will join Harvard Law School to pursue a Master´s 
degree in Law (LLM), specializing in constitutional law, human 
rights and environmental law. Already an experienced lawyer 
before national and international courts, Sandvig is eager to 
enhance her litigation and negotiation skills, taught by world-
leading Harvard scholars.



INGVILD LINDGREN SKARPEID
Norwegian School of Economics – To Be Determined 
Skarpeid will use the Fulbright scholarship to work on projects 
in experimental and behavioral economics for her PhD. Her 
research agenda explores “the moral mind”, focusing on inequality 
acceptance in society, moral motivations and psychological insights 
in economics. Her work also touches economic issues pertinent 
to developing countries. 

ØYVIND SØRAAS SKORGE
Institute for Social Research - Harvard University
During his postdoctoral research at Harvard’s Weatherhead Center, 
Skorge’s research will focus on the fact that, among advanced 
democracies, countries either have a high share of female managers 
or political representatives, but not both. He will seek to address this 
puzzle using causal inference techniques and subnational data from 
Europe and the United States.

SAMUEL SUBBEY
Institute of Marine Reseach - Cornell University
Devising robust management decisions is a central challenge 
when system knowledge is vague. In collaboration with Cornell 
and the University of Washington, Subbey will be developing a 
mathematical framework for management of fish stocks when 
data is sparse and knowledge about the population dynamics is 
highly uncertain.

MARGRETHE BAKSTAD SØVIK
VID Specialized University - University of Washington 

Søvik will be affiliated with the Health Sciences Library and work 
on a project focusing on nursing students’ information seeking in 
clinical placements. In particular she will focus on e-learning and 
solutions for flexible communication with students while they are 
not on campus.

ELLEN MARIE WIKENIUS
University of Oslo - Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute
Wikenius will study at the H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Centre, a leading 
American cancer research center. Her goal is to gain insight into 
the cutting-edge methods used in epigenetic cancer research, 
to be better able to implement advanced, epigenetic research 
methods in her future research in child psychiatry.



CATO WITTUSEN
niversity of Stavanger - UC Los Angeles

An important objective of Cato Wittusen’s project “Time 
Revisited: Studies in Temporal Overlapping in Film” is to 
investigate various forms of temporal overlapping in film. The 
work will be interdisciplinary, bringing philosophy and aesthetics 
into dialogue with cinema studies and narrative theories.

IMAC MARIA ZAMBRANA
University of Oslo - Harvard University

Zambrana will carry out a longitudinal study of the development 
and implications of young children’s information seeking. Gaining 
more basic knowledge about functional and naturally occurring 
learning processes is relevant for understanding how to optimize 
learning opportunities in early childhood.

OVERVIEW OF GRANTEES BY NORWEGIAN 
ACADEMIC AFFILIATION
BI NORWEGIAN BUSINESS SCHOOL - 2
Camilla Løchen Nore - UC Berkeley
Gisle James Natvik - Stanford University

HEDMARK UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES - 1
Trygve Beyer Broch - Yale University

NORWEGIAN SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS - 2
Hans Kristian Furuseth - Harvard University
Ingvild Lindgren Skarpeid - To Be Determined

NORWEGIAN UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY - 11
Eskil Aursand - Northwestern University
Fredrik Bonnevie Dahler - UC San Diego
Johannes Røsok Eskilt - UC Berkeley
Eyvind Hustvedt Evensen - UC Berkeley
Roald Hartvigsen - UC Berkeley
Cecilie Haugsbø Hermansen -  To Be Determined
Viviann Hole - UC Berkeley
Mari Hovem Leonhardsen - UC Berkeley
Sindre Ottøy -  To Be Determined
Endre Hauge Paulsen - UC Berkeley
Even Holth Rustad - Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center



UNIVERSITY OF AGDER - 1
Laila Nordstrand Berg - University of North Texas 

UNIVERSITY OF BERGEN - 4
Lars Prestegarden - Harvard University
Asbjørn Grønstad - UC Berkeley
Kjellmar Oksavik - Virginia Tech
Anne Gro Vea Salvanes - UC San Diego

UNIVERSITY OF OSLO - 9
Erlend Eriksen Gjein - Cornell University
Anne Gerd Granås - UC San Diego
Gunnveig Grødeland - Scripps Research Institute
Ingrid Cathrine Hjort - Columbia University
Ole Andreas Kvamme - University of Rochester
Morten Luhr - Harvard University, Dana Farber Cancer Institute
Ellen Marie Wikenius - Moffitt Cancer Center & Research Institute
Imac Maria Zambrana - Harvard University
Sondre Andreas Engebråten - Naval Postgraduate School

UNIVERSITY OF STAVANGER - 2
Reidar Mosvold - University of Michigan
Cato Wittusen - UC Los Angeles

UNIVERSITY OF TROMSØ - 1
Anna Dahl Myrvang - Harvard University

VID SPECIALIZED UNIVERSITY - 1
Margrethe Bakstad Søvik - University of Washington

OTHER - 8
Jenny Arge Sandvig, Attorney General’s Office − Harvard University
Øyvind Søraas Skorge, Institute for Social Research − Harvard University
Samuel Subbey, Institute of Marine Reseach − Cornell University
Karina Asbjørnsen, Johns Hopkins University - SAIS, Bologna − Johns Hopkins University - SAIS
Marius Berge Eide, Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics − UC Santa Cruz
Mari Sund Morken, Ministry of Justice − Harvard University
Marie-Astrid Elisabeth Matlary, Norwegian Ministry of Defence − To Be Determined
Ingrid Dobloug Roede, Oslo Architecture Triennale − MIT Architecture
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